Abstract Metastasis is the ultimate cause of death for most cancer patients. While many mechanisms have been delineated for regulation of growth and tumor initiation of the primary tumor, very little is known about the process of metastasis. Metastasis requires dynamic alteration of cellular processes in order for cells to disseminate from the primary tumor to distant sites. These alterations often involve dramatic changes in the regulation of cytoskeletal and cell-environment interactions.
MTA2 protein structure and function
Metastasis tumor associated (MTA) 2 is a 668 amino acid protein and contains four distinct regions ( Fig. 1 ): a bromoadjacent homology (BAH) domain from positions 1-144, an ELM2 domain from positions 145-256, a SANT domain from positions 263-315, and an atypical GATA Zinc finger domain from positions 367-394 [1] . Post-translational modifications are generally localized to the latter portion of the protein and include four phosphorylation sites at S433 [2] , S435 [2] [3] [4] , T534 [4] , and S548 [5] . An N6-acetyllysine modification has also been reported at position K152 [6] within the ELM domain. Thus, MTA2 has a complex domain structure with several potential regulatory regions.
The BAH, EML2, SANT, and zinc-finger domains are likely involved in protein-protein interactions, although these domains have been reported to also participate in DNA binding [7] [8] [9] [10] . These domains are critical binding regions linking MTA2 to other members of the histone deacetylase (HDAC) and nucleosome remodeling and deacetylase (NuRD) complexes, as well as directing these complexes to target molecules [9, [11] [12] [13] . BAH, ELM2, SANT, and zinc-finger domains are shared by other MTA family members (MTA1 and MTA3) and are, therefore, likely critical for binding core components of the HDAC complex, though positions 1-237 of MTA2 are sufficient for binding of estrogen receptor alpha (ERα) [12] . As MTAs act as core scaffolds for the NuRD complexes, these domains are critical for MTA family function.
MTA family members are central components of the Mi-2/ NuRD complex [14, 15] (Fig. 2) , thereby regulating global gene expression networks. MTAs maintain the stability of the NuRD complex, as well as aiding in directing histone deacetylase activity from the associated HDAC proteins to target molecules. MTA proteins have been shown to interact with HIF1α [16, 17] , ERα [12] , and p53 [11] and regulate their activity via modulation of protein acetylation. Thus, MTAs exert their regulatory activity in two ways, one by controlling the global histone acetylation profile and another by regulating the activity of key signaling pathways by acetylation of network hubs.
Though all MTA family members participate in the NuRD complex, each member possesses distinct functions. MTA2 appears to regulate cytoskeletal reorganization via global gene expression modulation and activation of the Rho signaling pathway [18, 19] . MTA3 also plays a role in cytoskeletal regulation thru the master epithelial state via regulation of Snail [20] . Additionally, overall levels of MTA members appear to be regulated coordinately at the protein level. Fujita and colleagues [21] demonstrated that overexpression of MTA1 decreased protein levels of both MTA2 and MTA3, while increasing their level of mRNA expression. Similarly, Zhang and colleagues [22] showed that Polyoma middle T antigen-overexpressing mammary tumors have increased expression of MTA1 and decreased expression of MTA3 with tumor progression. Thus, overall levels of MTAs may be limited by the availability of NuRD complex components with which to bind.
MTA2 is not frequently mutated in human cancer (summarized in Fig. 3 ). However, mutations tend to cluster in the BAH and ELM2 domains (Fig. 1) , which may impact the protein-protein binding capabilities of these mutants. Furthermore, MTA2 is more frequently gene amplified in cancer than deleted, indicating that its role in cancer and metastasis is likely via its upregulation as opposed to mutational activation.
Metastasis
The ultimate cause of death for most breast cancer patients is not the primary lesion, but rather complications from distant metastases [23] . In general, the primary tumor may have been removed surgically years before signs of recurrence are evident. Metastasis is the process by which cells from the primary tumor are disseminated to distant sites in the body. These tumor cells may lay dormant for several years or even decades before "awakening" from dormancy to reappear as a clinically detectable metastatic lesion.
The process of metastasis involves complex orchestration of signaling pathways regulating survival, cytoskeletal alteration, and growth at a distant site [23] . Cells must first invade into the surrounding tissue of the tumor and gain access to the circulation. From there, tumor cells or emboli must survive transit through the circulatory system and arrest at a distant metastatic site. Next, the tumor cells must initiate the process of growth, which appears to require collaboration with the microenvironment at the metastatic site [23] [24] [25] . Pioneering experiments by Fidler and colleagues [26] demonstrated that less than 0.01 % of B16 melanoma cells were capable of forming metastases in mice. Thus, competent metastasis is most probably a rare event.
While few cells may be capable of performing all of the required tasks to form metastases, genetic signatures and prognostic markers have been developed in specific cancer sites to predict the likelihood of distant metastasis. This is not surprising, as metastatic cells are thought to be selected for during the metastatic process, as opposed to being cells which adapt during the metastatic process [27] . Thus, while metastases may arise from one or a few cells, this process can be influenced by factors that are observable at the gross level and present in the primary tumor [28, 29] . Integration of these findings into a unified model is still controversial. The two models most often advanced are: (1) that all cells in the tumor are equally likely to form metastases since cancers shed millions of cells into the circulation and the observation that a few metastases form is therefore not surprising. Different tumors may be primed to survive the metastatic process, but still metastasis formation is rare. Alternatively, (2) cancers are very heterogeneous and contain only few cells that are functionally specialized for metastasis. These metastatic cells may be present at higher or lower ratios within the primary tumor, and it is these ratios that molecular profiling is detecting, allowing for useful prognostic signatures of metastatic behavior. Although the biological processes regulating metastatic dissemination are complex, several genes have been identified which increase the rate of metastasis formation in animal models and which predict metastasis in the clinical setting, including MTA proteins [13, 19] .
Metastatic dissemination
Cancer cells must complete several steps in order to form a viable metastatic lesion [23] . In order to reach a distant site, metastatic cancer cells must first invade surrounding tissues. This process involves dramatic changes in the organization of the actin cytoskeleton and interactions with the extracellular environment. Invasion process invasion is required for both extravasation and intravasation, and it has been suggested that there are at least two means of invasion. The first involves proteolytic degradation of the extracellular matrix by proteinases. Proteolytic motion is associated with an epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) phenotype and is observed in some breast cancer cell lines [30, 31] . The other type of migration involves protruding through the extracellular matrix without proteolytic degradation [32] . This type of amoeboid motion was first characterized in experiments of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells under conditions which blocked extracellular proteinases [33] . Both migration mechanisms rely on signaling through the Rho pathway, with RhoA signaling being dominant in amoeboid motility [33, 34] and Cdc42 and others involved in proteolytic migration [35] . These processes are intimately regulated by cellular machinery that actively engages the cytoskeleton, cell membrane, and extracellular matrix.
After entering the circulation or accessing an organ plain, cancer cells must survive the stresses of migration. Primary obstacles include anoikis, immune surveillance, and shear stress [23, [36] [37] [38] . Despite these barriers, tumor cells can be detected in the circulation several decades after mastectomy with no evidence of clinical metastases [39] . Altered signaling through cytoskeletal regulators has been associated with anoikis resistance through Rho/ROCK [40] . Again, regulation of this process is intimately linked to the cytoskeleton. MTA proteins, primarily MTA2, control the gene expression networks of these pathways, thereby augmenting the metastatic potential of cancer cells [19, 41] .
The final obstacle to metastasis formation is the process of colonizing distant sites. This process may take several years and may involve a period of dormancy where there is little if any growth at the metastatic site. Meng and colleagues [39] demonstrated that circulating tumor cells could be detected months after definitive surgery for breast cancer without the presence of an overt metastatic lesion; therefore, early or dormant metastatic lesions may be in equilibrium between cell proliferation and sheading. In breast cancer, recurrences can present over 20 years after initial diagnosis and removal of the primary tumor [42] . Dormant cells represent an opportunity for therapeutic intervention to reduce the incidence of metastasis and recurrence. The biology of these dormant cells is not well understood, but is the subject of active research [39, [43] [44] [45] . Current adjuvant therapies must be able to target dormant micro-metastases because adjuvant therapies have significant clinical benefit though the primary tumor has been removed.
Many steps in the metastatic process require signaling from components of the cytoskeleton. The cytoskeleton is maintained via a complex network of interconnected pathways which integrate signaling from the cell surface (from molecules including focal adhesion kinase [FAK] , integrins, and cadherins) and the nucleus (from gene regulators including Twist, Snail, Slug, and the MTAs) to regulate actin depolymerization and actin-myosin contraction [35] . These processes directly facilitate motility by orchestrating actin polymerization and focal adhesion formation at the leading front, primarily driven by Cdc42, and actin-myosin contraction and actin depolymerization in the rear, primarily driven by Rho/ ROCK [32, 35, 46] . MTA2 has been linked in several ways to regulate cytoskeletal organization. An analysis of data published by Wang and colleagues [47] of MTA2 DNA binding sites revealed several pathways to be enriched from the Molecular Signatures database [48] in genes associated with and potentially regulated by MTA2 (Table 1) . These include the actin cytoskeleton, adherens junction, tight junction, and focal adhesion pathways. Covington and colleagues also found that MTA2 regulated expression of cytoskeletal pathways at the transcriptional level [19] . Gene expression analysis revealed that MTA2-overexpressing cells and clinical samples had differential regulation of focal adhesion, cytoskeletal, and MAPK signaling pathways relative to MTA2 low counterparts. Specifically, MTA2 was associated with downregulation of Rho GTP dissociation inhibitor alpha (Rh oGDIα) and increased activation (GTP-bound) Rho [19] . MTA2-enhanced migration and anchorage-independent growth were dependent on Rho signaling as blockade either by Rho GDIα reexpression or ROCK inhibitors which were able to revert the MTA2 overexpression phenotype. MTA2 overexpression resulted in increased lamellipodia formation in breast cancer cell lines (Fig. 4) , consistent with activation of Rho signaling and indicating that MTA2 enhances an amoeboid phenotype [46, 49] . Lamellipodia formation was inhibited by blockade of ROCK signaling. These data establish that MTA2 regulates cytoskeletal and motility pathways dependent on Rho/ROCK signaling.
Conversely, the Rho signaling pathway regulated MTA2 levels in ERα-negative breast cancer cells. Rho GDIα overexpression decreased levels of MTA2 expression and resulted in further upregulation of endogenous Rho GDIα levels [19] . As both MTA2 and Rho GDIα were exogenously expressed, these findings imply that Rho GDIα regulates MTA2 at the protein level since endogenous and exogenous MTA2 were similarly decreased. Barone and colleagues found that knockdown of Rho GDIα was associated with upregulation of MTA2 levels in ERα-positive breast cancer cells [18] . In this setting, Rho GDIα knockdown lead to a tamoxifen-resistant phenotype and increased anchorage-independent growth. In this context, Rho GDIα knockdown increased the rate and frequency of distant lung metastases in orthotopic xenograft models. These data highlight the bi-directional signaling between the cytoskeleton and the nucleus that regulates cytoskeletal organization, which is coordinated by the MTA2/ Rho GDIα axis.
MTA2 also regulates the activity of the master cell state regulator Twist [41, 50] . Twist is essential for mesoderm induction and the process of epithelial to mesenchymal transition [50, 51] . Fu and colleagues found that Twist binds to the MTA2-containing Mi2 NuRD complex and that this complex was required for E-cadherin suppression, migration, invasion, and metastasis [41] . Further work is required to more fully define the complex relationship between MTA2, nuclear coregulators, and Rho signaling pathway.
Targeting MTA2
MTA2 is a component of the NuRD complex, which relies on associated HDAC activity to mediate post-translational modification, specifically deacetylation, of target proteins. HDAC activity can be blocked by HDAC inhibitors. The HDAC inhibitor vorinostat (Zolinza) has been tested in clinical breast cancer trials [52] ; however, no clinical responses and many adverse events were observed. Future studies attempting to target MTA2 specifically may be required. Possible therapies include MTA2-containing NuRD inhibitors, or specific inhibitors of MTA2 itself, potentially in the form of siRNA targeted by nanoparticles [53] or peptides that can block MTA2 interactions with NuRD components [18] .
Current work suggests that MTA2 is intimately linked with cytoskeletal and cell motility regulation. Covington and colleagues [19] demonstrated that MTA2's activities were dependent upon ROCK activity and that ROCK targeting agents could block motility and anchorage-independent growth in an MTA2-dependent manner. As ROCK is essential for amoeboid-dependent cell motility, these data make ROCK an attractive clinical target.
Studies in the clinical setting will also require specifically determining if MTA2 enhances the dissemination of breast cancer cells to distant sites and/or is required for the formation of clinically detectable metastases after dissemination. These studies will necessitate the development of inducible systems to express MTA2 during each stage of metastatic spread and potentially targeting MTA2 with inhibitors during these stages.
Conclusions
The current literature highlights MTA2 as a central regulator of key gene expression pathways central to metastatic dissemination. MTA2 was shown in several studies to regulate cytoskeletal and motility pathways which are essential processes in the metastatic cascade. Metastasis is intimately tied to dynamic changes in cell-environment interactions as metastatic cells spread to distant sites. While cell survival and oncogenic signaling networks are still important for cancer cell survival, activation of these pathways is also important for primary tumor growth and, therefore, are not additional changes required for metastasis. However, traversal through the circulation and establishment of the metastatic niche in a distant organ site are much different stresses than a premetastatic cancer cell would previously have been exposed to (and thus selected for). Activation of cell motility pathways allows a single step to gain many of the abilities that a metastatic cell requires to reach and colonize a distant site.
Several therapeutic agents are currently being developed which can affect either MTA2 or the Rho/ROCK pathways. Specifically, vorinostat [52] targets HDAC complexes and is approved for use in cutaneous T cell lymphoma and has been tested in other cancers. Fasudil, a potent ROCK inhibitor, [54, 55] has been approved for clinical use in Japan and is being tested in cancer studies. Perhaps, combination therapies targeting these two pathways would be beneficial in the metastatic setting.
Key unanswered questions
While the MTA2 and Rho pathways were shown to form a feed-forward regulatory loop [19] , the molecular mechanisms of this regulatory pathway have yet to be fully explored. Future work may reveal additional targets within this pathway and yield increased understanding of cell motility regulation. Published studies indicate that MTA2 has specific transcriptional regulatory effects; however, MTAs are components of the core HDAC complex and thus regulate global gene expression patterns. Future work needs to focus on the functions specific to MTA2 within the HDAC complex and delineates how these effects serve to finely regulate cellular processes. Finally, current data indicates that MTA2, along with Rho GDIα, is involved in treatment resistance and metastasis in breast cancer. However, it has not been shown that MTA2 is involved in tumor initiation of primary tumors. These findings may establish if MTA2 activation is an early or late event in cancer formation.
